INTRODUCTION {#S1}
============

Human neurodevelopment is known to be an intricate process that involves both genetic and non-genetic factors.^[@R1]^ However despite the complexity of this mechanism, certain aspects of neurodevelopment manifest as relatively stable traits^[@R2]^ and have been extensively studied. For instance, general cognitive ability is acknowledged to be reliably measureable,^[@R3]^ and it has been linked with outcomes ranging from longevity^[@R4]^ to socioeconomic status.^[@R5]^ Another example is motor ability, which has been shown to predict cognitive performance^[@R6]^ and is thus associated with the same range of attributes. The broad spectrum and importance of these outcomes motivate us to more clearly understand the processes that drive and influence neurodevelopment.

Many measures of neurodevelopment are also known to be highly heritable,^[@R7]^ and genetic association studies have been conducted for a variety of cognition-related traits including cortical thickness,^[@R8]^ language skills,^[@R9]^ and mathematical ability,^[@R10]^ although early investigations encountered difficulty in pinpointing variants with significant effects.^[@R11]^ More recently, a number of increasingly larger genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have led to the discovery of many loci significantly associated with cognitive function^[@R4],\ [@R11]--[@R16]^ and educational attainment.^[@R17]--[@R19]^ Results from these massive studies have been used to construct genome-wide polygenic scores predicting more than 10% of the variance in adult intelligence, which comprises one fifth of the estimated heritability.^[@R20]^ However, to generate such large sample sizes, these studies focus on older populations composed mainly of Europeans. While such results are crucial to our understanding of neurological outcomes, the heritability of cognitive development is known to vary dramatically with age^[@R21]^ - intelligence test results from age two predict less than 5% of the variance in intelligence during late adolescence^[@R20]^ - and much less research has been performed specifically on young children or populations of non-European descent.

In this study we attempted to address the paucity of knowledge about genetic loci affecting early-stage neurodevelopment by conducting a GWAS for cognitive and motor ability in two-year-old children. Our cohorts were recruited from Bangladesh and Mexico, and ability was assessed through mental and motor composite scores, two measures derived from the Bayley Scales of Infant Development, Third Edition (BSID-III). While our data is cross-sectional in nature and does not strictly measure development over time, point estimates of mental and motor capability can still offer important insight into the mechanisms of childhood neurodevelopment; to the best of our knowledge, this study is one of the first attempts to link genetic factors with infant aptitude. We find that our traits do not demonstrate high genetic correlation with previously performed GWAS of older populations, providing additional evidence that the biological mechanisms driving cognitive ability change over time and illustrating that the phenotypes we have studied should be considered distinct from adult intelligence or educational attainment. Our study identifies two genes associated with mental composite score and provides a better understanding of how genetic influences shape the developing brain in very young children.

METHODS {#S2}
=======

Recruitment and enrollment of study participants {#S3}
------------------------------------------------

Detailed recruitment and enrollment procedures have been described previously for both the Bangladesh^[@R22]^ and Mexico^[@R23]^ cohorts. The studies were approved by Dhaka Community Hospital, the National Institute of Public Health Mexico, Harvard School of Public Health, and other universities involved in the data collection. Written consent was obtained from all mothers.

Covariate and outcome data collection {#S4}
-------------------------------------

In both cohorts, mothers were interviewed at enrollment to obtain demographic and other background information. Follow-up visits occurred approximately two years after the birth of each child. During these visits, trained personnel administered versions of the BSID-III specially adapted for each region. Mental composite score was calculated as the sum of cognition, expressive language, and receptive language scores, and motor composite score was calculated as the sum of fine motor and gross motor scores. Additional information on study recruitment, data collection, and exclusion of outliers is described in the [Supplementary Methods](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The final sample sizes were 502 mother-infant pairs in Bangladesh and 462 pairs in Mexico.

Preparation of genotype data {#S5}
----------------------------

Genotyping was performed using commercially available Illumina arrays.^[@R24]^ Broad Genomics at the Broad Institute performed genotyping in the Bangladesh cohort using the OmniExpressExome-8 BeadChip. The Children's Hospital of Pennsylvania performed genotyping in the Mexico cohort using the HumanOmni1-Quad BeadChip (San Diego, CA, USA). Details on quality control measures, correction for population stratification, and imputation are provided in the [Supplementary Methods](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Genome-wide association study {#S6}
-----------------------------

Because the two cohorts possessed such different baseline genetic architectures, our analysis strategy differed slightly from the standard GWAS procedure. Instead of testing all 964 subjects in the same model, we stratified the sample by ethnicity first to generate cohort-specific test statistics for each outcome. We then used METAL^[@R25]^ to perform a standard error based meta-analysis on the cohort-specific test statistics. Thus for each outcome there was still only one final measure of association with each single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP). This method was chosen to reduce the potential for finding spurious associations due to population stratification.

Cohort-specific test statistics were generated in PLINK v1.9,^[@R26]^ using additive allelic linear models that adjusted for the confounding effects of gestational age, infant sex, maternal education level, age at time of neurodevelopmental assessment, household smoking, and the first two genotype principal component vectors for that cohort. Maternal education level was coded as a binary variable taking the value 1 if the mother completed schooling past primary school. Household smoking was also coded as a binary variable. All other variables were recorded in continuous form. The effect of the SNP was analyzed with a Wald test; all *P*-values were two-sided. We chose a significance threshold of 4.5 × 10^−8^ based on a Bonferroni adjustment for 1 104 974 tests (552 487 SNPs multiplied by two outcomes), and we also only considered SNPs demonstrating a *P*-value less than 1 × 10^−3^ in both cohorts. Power simulations were performed in R version 3.3.1. Our threshold was slightly more stringent than the commonly applied 5× 10^−8^ limit for genome-wide significance. We further checked the robustness of our top hits through resampling methods and a number of sensitivity analyses, stratifying the cohort by gender, gestational age, and other covariates ([Supplementary Methods](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Finally we performed local imputation and region-based testing in the genes surrounding signals discovered above. Each gene was partitioned into 100 kb windows, resulting in two windows for *WWTR1* and 19 for *LRP1B*. This size of window was chosen to capture most long-range Linkage Disequilibrium (LD) patterns.^[@R27]^ *P*-values for the association with mental and motor composite score were calculated with the Generalized Higher Criticism (GHC) statistic.^[@R28]^ The significance threshold for all individual-SNP tests of association on the imputed SNPs was again set at *P=*4.5× 10^−8^ while the threshold for region-based tests was set at *P=*0.0012 (0.05/42), corresponding to 21 regions tested with two outcomes each. All set-based analysis was performed using the 'GBJ' package in R.

Gene-environment interaction effects {#S7}
------------------------------------

After initial genome-wide testing, we utilized available toxicology data to search for possible gene-environment interaction effects between the most highly associated SNPs and metal exposures. As there is evidence that lead and other metals are neurotoxicants,^[@R29],\ [@R30]^ and because the Bangladesh cohort in particular is a high-exposure population, it is possible that significant interaction effects could contribute to large marginal SNP effects. To test this hypothesis, we introduced measurements of lead and manganese concentration (ug/dl) in umbilical cord blood one at a time into the cohort-specific linear models. Specifically, we fit the same main effect model but also added a metal concentration covariate as well as a SNP-metal interaction term, and we then re-performed the meta-analysis for the interaction term. This procedure was performed separately for each metal exposure. Cohort-specific *P*-values were calculated using a robust inference procedure to mitigate the effects of possible exposure misspecification.^[@R31]^

RESULTS {#S8}
=======

Full demographic differences between the populations are provided in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. Mean exposures to potentially toxic metals were higher in Bangladesh, but the differences were relatively small compared to their corresponding standard errors. Other demographic factors were relatively similar between the two populations.

Genome-wide association analysis {#S9}
--------------------------------

After meta-analysis we found one SNP, rs1055153, to reach genome-wide significance in association with mental composite score ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). rs1055153 (β~meta~ = −6.04; 95% CI: −8.13 to −3.94; *P*=1.56 × 10^−8^) is a missense SNP (Pro74Gln) located on chromosome 3 in the gene *WWTR1* (NCBI Entrez Gene 25937, also referred to as *TAZ* in publications). Diagnostic quantile-quantile plots of both the cohort-specific GWAS *P*-values ([Supplementary Figure 1](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and the meta-analysis *P*-values ([Supplementary Figure 2](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) appear to show almost no inflation, indicating that the association is a robust result. Additional sensitivity analyses did not produce noteworthy findings ([Supplementary Tables 1--3](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The average mental composite score for children in Bangladesh with one copy of the minor allele was substantially lower than the score for children with no copies of the minor allele: 108.1 to 113.6 ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In the Mexico cohort, the average mental composite score for children with one copy of the minor allele was 101.5, compared to 108.8 for children with no copies of the minor allele. Neither cohort contained a subject who was homozygous for the minor allele.

Although no other SNPs reached our nominal significance threshold in association with either mental composite score or motor composite score, we noted another SNP, rs13013197 in the gene *LRP1B* (NCBI Entrez Gene 53353), showed strong associations ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}, [Supplementary Table 4](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Table 5](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, and [Supplementary Figure 3](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) with both outcomes (mental composite score β~meta~ = 2.01; 95% CI: 1.09 to 2.93; *P*=1.86 × 10^−5^; motor composite score β~meta~ = 0.95; 95% CI: 0.50 to 1.40; *P*=3.63 × 10^−5^), as higher Bayley scores were observed among carriers of the minor allele. Based on the strength of this evidence, we decided to carry forward rs13013197 as a second locus for the fine-mapping stage of our study.

Fine mapping and region-based testing {#S10}
-------------------------------------

We imputed 784 SNPs common to both cohorts in the region of *WWTR1* to investigate whether the observed association with rs1055153 could be attributed to a SNP that was in LD with rs1055153 but not found on the genotyping chip. [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows a local Manhattan plot of both imputed and originally genotyped SNPs in the region, as well their meta-analysis *P*-values for association with mental composite score and motor composite score. The single most significant association for both outcomes was the originally documented SNP rs1055153. No other SNPs in the region came close to the genome-wide significance threshold, and only a handful showed evidence of association at *P*\<0.01 ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure 4](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Region-based testing ([Supplementary Table 6](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) reinforced trends shown in the local Manhattan plot. Of the two 100 kb windows tested in *WWTR1*, only the region containing rs1055153 was associated with both outcomes (GHC *P*=1.18 × 10^−5^ for mental composite score and *P*=8.60 × 10^−4^ for motor composite score). The other region-outcome combinations did not meet our nominal significance threshold, suggesting that the originally-genotyped SNP was driving the entirety of the association with cognitive ability.

We also imputed 7 113 SNPs common to both cohorts in the region of *LRP1B*. In contrast to *WWTR1*, the imputed SNPs in *LRP1B* appeared to be much more highly associated with both outcomes ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure 5](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The original top SNP rs13013197 was no longer the SNP that showed the strongest association with either outcome, and in fact, there appeared to be multiple loci containing an enrichment of SNPs demonstrating association with both outcomes. Region-based testing showed the most significant 100 kb window for association to be the one beginning at 140 988 996 (NCBI Build 37/UCSC hg19 coordinates) and ending at 141 088 995 (GHC *P*=1.08 × 10^−3^ for mental composite score). This window was quite far from rs13013197 and could even be classified as a second locus of interest. These results appeared to indicate that SNPs not on our genotyping chip could be driving the associations at *LRP1B.*

Gene-environment interaction {#S11}
----------------------------

The gene-environment interaction models ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}) indicated that there may be a significant interaction effect involving rs1055153 and manganese exposure (*P*\<0.05 for both mental composite score and motor composite score) for both outcomes. Each additional copy of the minor allele was estimated to be associated with an additional decrease in mental and motor composite score for a unit increase in blood manganese concentration. No other SNP-metal interaction terms demonstrated a similar level of association.

Functional analysis of top variants {#S12}
-----------------------------------

We sought to further verify the functional link between our outcomes and the two top SNPs by investigating metrics designed to offer predictions about variant impact. One such measure is Combined Annotation Dependent Deletion (CADD) score, which incorporates a variety of different annotations to predict the genomic substitutions having the most deleterious effects in humans.^[@R32]^ By this measure, the variant at rs1055153 is predicted to be in the top 0.3% of most deleterious substitutions in the entire human genome. Other similar algorithms offer slightly more conservative predictions (PolyPhen-2^[@R33]^=0.98, probably deleterious; SIFT^[@R34]^=0.085, predicted to be tolerated). GERP++^[@R35]^ also indicates the variant is highly conserved (GERP++ score=5.09). Outside of the SIFT prediction, these results demonstrate that rs1055153 is likely the *WWTR1* SNP most responsible for the observed region-based association with cognitive function.

In contrast, the variant at rs13013197 is not scored highly by algorithmic approaches, does not possess a clear biological role given its status as an intron, and lies in a high LD region next to other strongly associated SNPs, necessitating further investigation to infer the true risk-conferring variant at its locus. We thus reviewed multi-omics data from over thirty different sources for all imputed variants within 50 kb of rs13013197 that showed a similarly strong association with mental or motor composite score ([Supplementary Methods](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This search produced one variant, rs13035290 ([Supplementary Table 7](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), that is both highly correlated with rs13013197 (squared Pearson correlation coefficient r^2^\>0.9 in both cohorts) and highly conserved in primates. In particular, rs13035290 possesses high phastCons^[@R36]^ and phyloP^[@R37]^ scores ([Supplementary Table 8](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), indicating evolutionary pressures and an elevated level of functionality. No other SNPs at this locus demonstrate similar levels of conservation or other measures of functionality. These data suggest that a primary SNP of importance in *LRP1B* is rs13035290.

Replication, genetic correlation with other cognitive traits, and SNP-sense heritability {#S13}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Several extremely large GWAS have recently been conducted for other cognitive traits, and we searched studies offering publicly available summary statistics for replications of our top associations. Specifically, we focused on GWAS of educational attainment^[@R18]^ and intelligence,^[@R13]^ both conducted with sample sizes of over 75 000 subjects. In these studies none of rs1055153, rs13013197, or rs13035290 demonstrated any evidence of association with the main outcome (*P*\>0.05). However, further analysis indicated that replication in these GWAS and other similar studies was generally unlikely to be very successful. Using LD Score Regression,^[@R38]^ we estimated that the genetic correlation between mental composite score and educational attainment was only 0.12. The genetic correlation with intelligence was slightly higher at 0.39. All genetic correlations with other available cognitive GWAS^[@R4],\ [@R14],\ [@R17]^ fell below 0.12, including a GWAS of intelligence among 6--18 year olds. These low correlations provide confirmation that infant neurodevelopment processes are in many ways distinct from the pathways that affect cognition in older children and adults. Finally we used GCTA^[@R39]^ to estimate SNP-sense heritability in both mental and motor composite scores. For mental composite score we estimated SNP-based heritability of 0.34 in the Mexico cohort and 0.54 in the Bangladesh cohort, evaluations roughly matching the heritability of adult intelligence. Estimates for motor composite score did not converge.

DISCUSSION {#S14}
==========

To our knowledge, this study is the first to perform a genome-wide search for variants associated with cognitive and motor ability in infants. We found that a missense variant in the *WWTR1* gene was associated with lower cognitive ability at a genome-wide significant level. Certain functional annotations also predicted this SNP to be an extremely deleterious substitution.

*WWTR1* is a transcriptional coactivator that is a key member of the Hippo signaling pathway. The Hippo pathway regulates growth and organ size by promoting and restricting cell proliferation and apoptosis, among other functions.^[@R40],\ [@R41]^ Both *WWTR1* and the Hippo pathway have been linked to a variety of oncogenic activities.^[@R42]--[@R44]^ Increasingly, there is also growing evidence^[@R45],\ [@R46]^ of the association between the Hippo pathway and neuronal health.

The Hippo pathway has been shown to regulate proliferation^[@R47]^ in neural progenitor cells, and it has also been demonstrated to play a role in the early stage differentiation of neuronal cells.^[@R48]^ Further reports have linked Hippo to development of the corpus callosum,^[@R49]^ cerebral cortical development,^[@R50]^ and craniofacial development,^[@R51]^ among other neurogenesis processes. In addition to developmental duties, the pathway also possesses responsibilities in preserving neuronal health,^[@R52]^ for example in the performance of dendritic maintenance.^[@R53]^

This existing body of literature is consistent with our finding of a genome-wide significant missense variant in *WWTR1*. The above reports suggest that the minor allele at rs1055153 could be disrupting the normal signaling and regulatory functions of the Hippo pathway, disturbing the growth and differentiation of neuronal cells in children. It is possible that altering these biological mechanisms hinders the standard neurodevelopment process, leading to poorer cognitive performance. Further research into the relationship between *WWTR1* and neural cells is necessary to corroborate this link.

We also found suggestive evidence, including a significant region-based association, that the gene *LRP1B* was associated with cognitive ability. After imputation, the originally genotyped SNP that led us to investigate this gene no longer demonstrated the highest degree of association, and functional analysis using multi-omics data appeared to pinpoint rs13035290 as a key variant. *LRP1B* encodes a member of the low-density lipoprotein family; certain lipoproteins have previously been associated with cognition and neurological diseases.^[@R54]^

A recent genome-wide scan found multiple SNPs in *LRP1B* to be associated with absence of Alzheimer's disease in a sample of seniors.^[@R55]^ The authors hypothesized that haplotypes in the gene were perhaps associated with a lack of cognitive decline in aging. Transcriptomic analysis has also revealed that *LRP1B* is most highly expressed in the brain.^[@R56]^ These reports support the idea that the protein encoded by *LRP1B* possesses certain influences in neurodevelopment, although additional research is still needed. Our evidence suggests that further investigations into *LRP1B* could illuminate more about the neurological impacts of lipoproteins.

One other intriguing aspect of our study is the finding that infant cognitive performance does not show high genetic correlations with adult intelligence or educational attainment. It has long been recognized that human brain development occurs through continual complex interactions of genetic factors and environmental exposures, with different patterns of development in different regions.^[@R57],\ [@R58]^ For example, areas associated with complex reasoning show greater heritability in older subjects.^[@R59]^ In addition, gene-environment effects vary with age.^[@R20]^ Our results supplement these previous findings from a new angle. Specifically, the low observed genetic correlations suggest that the many varied aspects of neurodevelopment are attributable to different sets of genetic factors acting over different stages of maturation, as opposed to one static collection of variants wielding influence at all ages. An interesting topic for future work would be an investigation of the different genetic themes that dominate infant and adult cognitive phenotypes and how they relate to, for example, neurocircuitry development.

Our study has a few limitations. First, because of the scarcity of genetic studies on infant neurodevelopment, we were forced to search for replicated associations in GWAS that were not very similar to our study. These other studies possess much more power, but they focus on phenotypes that are genetically dissimilar from infant cognitive ability, as we confirmed by calculating genetic correlations. Second, our study was performed in two rather distinct populations. Although the diagnostic plots appeared to demonstrate sufficient control of spurious associations due to population stratification, we may have also decreased our power to detect true association signals due to the meta-analysis strategy. Thirdly, we did not attempt to measure development over time. Further longitudinal studies are necessary to fully understand how genetic factors impact the rate of development. These studies could complement our work by controlling for baseline ability. Finally, it is not clear that our results will generalize to individuals of other ethnicities, for example, those of European descent.

In conclusion, we performed a genome-wide association study of infant cognitive and motor ability at age two, and we identified one SNP in *WWTR1* to possess a genome-wide significant association with mental composite score, a measure of cognitive ability calculated from the BSID-III. Imputation and region-based association testing with the *LRP1B* gene demonstrated that a set of SNPs in this gene may also possess a combined effect on mental composite score. We believe the connections between *WWTR1*, *LRP1B*, and infant neurodevelopment are worthy of further study and can contribute significantly to the understanding of neurologic maturation in young children.
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![Population mental and motor composite score by number of minor alleles at rs1055153\
Boxplots for mental composite score (Panel A) and motor composite score (Panel B) within Bangladesh and Mexico. No subject in the entire study had two copies of the minor allele at this SNP. Thick black line shows the median, and the box ends at the first and third quartiles. Whiskers extend to 1.5 times the interquartile range.](nihms978684f1){#F1}

![Local Manhattan plot for association with mental composite score and motor composite score in *WWTR1* and *LRP1B*\
Meta-analysis *P*-values for both originally genotyped SNPs and imputed SNPs at *WWTR1* (Panel A) and *LRP1B* (Panel B). Asterisk (\*) used to denote the top SNPs from the initial analysis (rs1055153 in *WWTR1* and rs13013197 in *LRP1B*). Solid icons denote SNPs that have squared Pearson correlation coefficient r^2^ greater than or equal to 0.5 with the top SNPs in both cohorts. SNPs with meta-analysis *P*-values less than 0.01 are shown in grey to demonstrate contrast in gene-wide association levels between *WWTR1* and *LRP1B.*](nihms978684f2){#F2}

###### 

Demographic, clinical, and neurological assessment data for Bangladesh and Mexico cohorts

  Characteristics                                                                             Mean (SD) or n (%)   
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------- -------------
  **Sex, No. (%)**                                                                                                 
   Male                                                                                       256 (51)             245 (53)
   Female                                                                                     246 (49)             217 (47)
  **Concentration of metals in umbilical cord blood, ug/dl**[a](#TFN2){ref-type="table-fn"}                        
   Manganese                                                                                  5.92 (4.45)          3.20 (1.11)
   Lead                                                                                       4.72 (4.04)          3.83 (2.70)
  Gestational Age, weeks                                                                      38.2 (1.7)           38.4 (1.6)
  Age at Exam, weeks                                                                          99.4 (18.5)          106.1 (2.4)
  Mother's Education \> Primary, No. (%)                                                      269 (54)             269 (58)
  Smoking in Household Environment, No. (%)                                                   212 (42)             172 (37)
  **BSID Scores**                                                                                                  
   Mental Composite                                                                           112.7 (10.5)         108.5 (9.7)
   Motor Composite                                                                            92.7 (5.0)           91.8 (4.6)

Abbreviations: SD, standard deviation; CI, confidence interval.

There were 23 subjects in the Bangladesh cohort and 73 in the Mexico cohort who did not have any recorded values for metal concentration. Also, for each of the metals separately, we classified subjects with a measured value greater than 5 standard deviations from the median as outliers and removed them from analysis with that metal due to possible measurement error. This procedure resulted in the removal of 3 subjects from the manganese sample and 2 subjects from the lead sample, all from the Bangladesh cohort.

###### 

Two top SNPs from initial GWAS meta-analysis and their association with infant mental and motor composite score

                                                                   Mental Composite Score   Motor Composite Score                                                                 
  ---------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------ ----------------------- -------------- -------------- ---------------- -------------- ------
  **rs1055153/Chr3:149 374 873**[b](#TFN5){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                                   
  Meta-Analysis                                                    −6.04 (1.07)             −8.13 to −3.94          1.56×10^−8^    −2.21 (0.52)   −3.22 to −1.19   2.17× 10^−5^   0.05
  Bangladesh                                                       −5.56 (1.24)             −7.98 to −3.14          8.68× 10^−6^   −2.26 (0.60)   −3.43 to −1.09   1.68× 10^−4^   0.08
  Mexico                                                           −7.43 (2.11)             −11.58 to −3.29         4.84× 10^−4^   −2.04 (1.06)   −4.11 to 0.04    5.54× 10^−2^   0.02
  **rs13013197/Chr2:141 882 963**[c](#TFN6){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                                  
  Meta-Analysis                                                    2.01 (0.47)              1.09 to 2.93            1.86× 10^−5^   0.95 (0.23)    0.50 to 1.40     3.63× 10^−5^   0.33
  Bangladesh                                                       1.54 (0.74)              0.09 to 2.98            3.72× 10^−2^   0.74 (0.35)    0.05 to 1.44     3.52× 10^−2^   0.27
  Mexico                                                           2.34 (0.61)              1.14 to 3.53            1.47× 10^−4^   1.10 (0.30)    0.51 to 1.69     3.15× 10^−4^   0.40

Abbreviations: SD, standard error; CI, confidence interval; MAF, minor allele frequency

Effect size refers to the estimated mean change in outcome for one additional minor allele, holding all other covariates constant.

SNP position recorded from NCBI Build 37/UCSC hg19 coordinates. This SNP resides in the gene *WWTR1*, and the minor allele is T.

SNP position recorded from NCBI Build 37/UCSC hg19 coordinates. This SNP resides in the gene *LRP1B*, and the minor allele is A.

###### 

Association of SNP-metal interaction with infant mental and motor composite score for top two SNPs

  Model                     Effect Size[a](#TFN8){ref-type="table-fn"} (SD)   95% CI           *P*-value
  ------------------------- ------------------------------------------------- ---------------- --------------
  **rs1055153**                                                                                
  **Lead**                                                                                     
   Mental Composite Score   0.24 (0.36)                                       −0.47 to 0.95    5.07× 10^−1^
   Motor Composite Score    0.15 (0.16)                                       −0.17 to 0.46    1.67× 10^−1^
  **Manganese**                                                                                
   Mental Composite Score   −0.65 (0.26)                                      −1.16 to −0.14   1.30× 10^−2^
   Motor Composite Score    −0.27 (0.08)                                      −0.43 to −0.10   1.69× 10^−3^
  **rs13013197**                                                                               
  **Lead**                                                                                     
   Mental Composite Score   −0.07 (0.10)                                      −0.28 to 0.13    4.77× 10^−1^
   Motor Composite Score    0.01 (0.06)                                       −0.12 to 0.13    9.11× 10^−1^
  **Manganese**                                                                                
   Mental Composite Score   −0.12 (0.19)                                      −0.50 to 0.25    5.15× 10^−1^
   Motor Composite Score    −0.02 (0.07)                                      −0.15 to 0.11    7.53× 10^−1^

Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; SD, standard deviation.

Effect size refers to the estimated additional change in Bayley score for each unit increase in concentration (ug/dl) of metal exposure in umbilical cord blood, while holding all other covariates constant, for each additional minor allele.
